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VECTOR
ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE, AND I AM THE ACTOR
Have a second level of attention – and realize this is the next The Realm! It’s shining on and on, will bring us home
a home run – but there’s always The Realm Online, https://www.realmserver.com --- and the new one, Realm
JavaFlash: Reawakenings… it plays itself… you just pick a few options here and there, pointing and clicking, pressing
keys, and pressing buttons, and pointing and tapping – motioning – and gesturing! And this is where we live now – in
between lives – hiding out from God, the Devil, Satan, Lucifer – as if they didn’t already by now have luxurious
mansions built in the heavens – the stars – by their happy go lucky Jesus H. Christ, the carpenter’s son, and also J.R.
“Bob” Dobbs – high epopt of the Church of the Subgenius… we got this stuff locked down tight!!! Even enemies are
having remorse they thought they could beat the system this time!! Everyone in is in, and everyone out is out… we
know who we are – and they know who they are ---- Everybody’s going to the party – have a good time – Philip K.
Dick’s short story “War Veteran” and the short novel, “Lies, Incoporated” --- real or fake they are
good fiction to read. And also, Cortez stinks. He wanted to live forever! Sanchez and Mendez got his back.
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Know, Will, Dare, and Be Silent
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NEVER DID THIS HAPPEN

BOB FINDS MONEY
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GURDJIEFFIANS

READING OF THE

REALMERRS

HOW TO APPLY REALM

FUNNY

CURRENT STATE OF

TO REAL LIFE

When Connie asked him this
month, wait to see what is in
store for Bob now!

THE FOURTH WAY

No time in Realm, no
movement, just hopping and
pointing and clicking – no
movement, no moving parts!
Yet, it is still animated!

From the whims of the heirs of
the ages…taken from the
grapevine….

BILL AND TED : FACE THE MUSIC :
TRIVIA
Theodore Roosevelt was the best president
because a stuffed animal was made in his
image to make fun of how hard he held a
pillow at nights: oh those long and lonely
nights, all alone in bed at night. Night!

Bob Finds Money Funny
He really wanted to find money. He did not think it was
funny. But yet, something about the money was funny.
He smelrgrgrled it for like the first time. He thought it was
way too smelly. It stank even. He did not know what to do!
Finally he had money, but he did not know what he was
going to do with it!
The funny money was funny because it was funny, because
that was what funny was, it was funny, when funny was
funny. Funny money is funny money. In other words, all
money comes in waves, like in the ocean, or mana from
heaven, and you just need to get the pails to collect the
garbage from the streets, skies, or the oceans!!! Just go out
and start treasure hunting! You will find stuff!!!!!
Especially on The Realm!!!! Treasure hunt on The Realm, it
is a very great past time. (https://www.realmserver.com)

This seems to morph and contort to its own proportions and
velocities all by itself! Boblionic? Some kind of MWOWM
illusion?

X-ist technology of a specific variety?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed
under CC BY-NC-ND
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SANDOZE MAKES NEW LSD”S WITH LETTERS
YOU JUST PUT THE LETTERS TOGETHER : L +S + D
THEY ARE THE LETTERS L, S, and D.
THE LETTER IS THE DEAL.
LEAD WITH LETTERS. CALL PEOPLE. MAIL PEOPLE.
LOVE OTHERS AND LEAD WITH LETTERS – THE LETTER
IS THE DEAL. THEY ARE THE LETTERS L, S, and D. Do you
have spirituality where you are? May you spin a p into a q or a
b into an a? SANDOZE MAKES NEW LSD’S WITH LIQUID,
SOLID, and DESKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Look, read between the lines
babies, because we got a long way to go!!! And a lot to haul!!!
Batten down the hatches!!! Hatches are battened down!!
All is well. You may now proceed.

THE OTHER DAY I FOUND HELL AND HEAVEN
IN SAMUAL AUN WEOR

Look fellows, when we get the liquids, we do not want to
spill the cups. And when the ladies and fellows all get
together, we have the siesta. Samael Aun Weor was a
Mexican Avatar of Gurdjieff and Dobbs level fury. Bob
Dobbs was the Divine, Infinite, Living Avatar of Slack.
Gurdjieff owned several Avatars in little statues of Buddha,
Jesus, Moses, and other famous people. Samael Aun
Weor was a waiter, and he always spills the cups. Until one
day, someone named Mr. Matus knocked on my door, and
all of a sudden, Samael Aun Weor was a Mexican. He was
then a New Mexican, however. He could still go back to
being Old OR New – and this would be one of his
blacadvantages.

On the way home, I picked up every
little thing! I picked everything up in
order: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10!!
It got very heavy but I had no hands
free for more!! But I got the door open
and the stuff inside, and before that, I
had parked the car, and before that, I
had started the car. I went out to the
town, and when I was walking home
for some reason I had a trail of
awesome things to get, so when I
finally made it home, I had everything I
wanted and needed. If you didn’t
understand yet, this could be you too!

The hell of it all, is the world is a giant ecosystem –
an eco-dome.

And all of it is chaotic yet orderly

working and convulsing, raging to colonize other
planets, as we colonized other peoples from England,
France, and Spain. North America owes the Chinese
a great debt, and the reason Samsung is so good!!
He smelrgrgrled it for like the first time. He thought
it was way too smelly.

It stank even.

He did not

know what to do! Finally he had money, but he did
not know what he was going to do with it!
This seems to morph and contort to its own proportions and
velocities all by itself! Boblionic? Some kind of MWOWM
illusion?

X-ist technology of a specific variety?
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CURRENT STATE OF THE FOURTH WAY
WHAT IS ALL AND EVERYTHING ABOUT?

All the things in All and Everything are Thingisms. They are Lies, Incorporated. It was a lot of
hugabaloo when you were still a toddler… many things we were not certain about you! We thought
you would never be the person you are today! We waited forever for that stuff to come together
and finally happen!!!! The other day, we calculated you were on time, and also another person
came in saying he had been waiting for quite some time! The others on the lines were also saying
they had been waiting. The receptionist union was also on strike and nobody even paid any
attention! Remember Alfred Richard Orage? He gave this idea that the journalists – everyone day
to day seeing what is happening, recording it for posterity – were like the base of the pyramid. The
middle levels going higher, were “Minor Prose” and then “Major Prose”…. And then “Minor
Scripture” and then “Major Scripture” as the magical capstone.

ALFRED RICHARD ORAGE
He was a dude who worked with Gurdjieff at the Institute in France for
about a year, I hear. He quit his job like a good Yeti would, when he
had found his pearl of great price. He was formerly the editor of the
New Age, a literary critics news paper in London, England. Many
people wrote for it, and he was the editor! He put it all together,
perhaps.
Afterwards,
he left
to follow
Gurdjieff
became
He smelrgrgrled it for like
the first
time. He
thought
it was
way and
too he
smelly.
It the
stank
This Photo by Unknown
leader of his ideas in North America, namely: in New York, New York,
even.
He did
Author
is licensed
undernot know what to do! Finally he had money, but he did not know what
United States. He said we needed new definitions of soul, and he had
CC BY-SA
he was going to do with
it! what he had been looking for for years!! Gurdjieff writes a lot
found
about him, as well. He helped to frame, translate, and revise Gurdjieff’s
magnum opus,tools
“All andon
Everything:
Beelzebub’s
Talesas
to His
“Find even more easy-to-use
the Insert
tab, such
to add a
Grandson” (No, Not Ally McBeal!!! Kids!!!!!!!! CHILDREN!!!!!!!!!!!!! <from
hyperlink or insert Stranger
a comment.”
Things 3>) He wrote himself, like one book, “On Love”… “and
psychological essays and exercises” …. It is good. Charles Daly King
wrote “The Oragean Version”, which prohibited publication – until it was
finally published, even with the initial stricture “do not publish this, I
have forbidden it” – as “The Hidden Learning”…
https://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Learning-Oragean-Version/dp/1516903161/

This seems to morph and contort to its own proportions and
velocities all by itself! Boblionic? Some kind of MWOWM
illusion?

X-ist technology of a specific variety?
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Realm Enchantment
Philosophy

On The Realm Online, we enchant items with sorcery. This
sorcery places a spell upon the object in question. There
are two spells named “Enchant Item” and “Permanency”.
These two spells mean you may enchant an object with
certain qualities: to make you stronger (STRENGTH), to
make you swifter (DEXTERITY), regenerate your health
(REGENERATION)… and you cast the enchant item, and
then cast the spell on your inventory. This will only work
once at first. You must be prepared for many failures and
risks. Sometimes, it just doesn’t sit on the object.
Sometimes it refuses. Other times, well, it is resistant by
another spell perhaps. They do not interfere often,
however. Permanency cast will lead a blade to (ELECTRIC
CHARGE) bonus damage, or Poison from placing
(VENOM) on the object. In Diablo II, the Paladin could have
a secondary ability, that would be ambient…it would be
always working in the background – to heal all party
members within the aura. What other gifts have you
pursued with your time? What have your purchases been
covered with, but love? Also, that image over there to the
right and up above? That is exactly what The Realm looks
like when you are very intoxicated on the ales and wines of
The Realm Online, available in taverns all over The Realm
map.

JAPANESE TRAPEZE ZEN ACT
NINTENDO AND SONY EMPLOYEES AND WORKERS CONTACTED

Please, station on. Keep possibility of changing station on.
Do not take away the ability to change the station. Perhaps,
a dial; a meter; a slider; or pitch controller of any other sort:
but do not make it all just buttons, either. It needs buttons,
triggers, keys, tricks, and tricks; things that make it seem
really dangerous, while actually being harmless. This is the
Neverending Story,
He smelrgrgrled it for like the first time. He
thought it was way too smelly. It stank even.
He did not know what to do! Finally he had
money, but he did not know what he was going
to do with it!

This seems to morph and contort to its own proportions and
velocities all by itself! Boblionic? Some kind of MWOWM
illusion?

X-ist technology of a specific variety?
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and all of us, my
dears, have been
taken by this one,
this time… I thInk he
has us ALL fooled:
Mr. Gurdjieff’s and
Mr. Sessions’s
spirits.
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RANDOM INTERNET RELAY CHAT BLURBS FROM #SPIRITSCIENCE,
FREENODE
1/24/2021…….4:00 PM

“Shafari: Sometime it might happen that something happens in your imagination that you feel did
not come from yourself. then you start to touch the realm” “Open conversation replying to many
monologs over the past few days” <+Shafari> That is good too Vanyel. Bc what you want to
create is connected about who you are :D <+Vanyel> the realm of imagination? . <+linpi> or the
realisation of your imagination <Fuantum> You are all a never ending store. <Fuantum is
banned>
He smelrgrgrled it for like the first time. He thought it was way too smelly.
even.

It stank

He did not know what to do! Finally he had money, but he did not know what

he was going to do with it!

“Find even more easy-to-use tools on the Insert tab, such as to add a
hyperlink or insert a comment.”

BILL AND TED : FACE THE MUSIC :
TRIVIA

Why does Bill call himself Esquire?
Esquire (abbreviated Esq.) is a title of British
origin, descended from the position squire, an
apprentice to a knight. (Bill Preston)
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BYNC-ND

Go To Jail; Do Not Park;
Go To Jail, and Do Not Park
This is when you really get in trouble. Some how, your
perception has been corroded to the point where you need
help. Reality has fallen apart. People are maybe being
hurt, you are being violent, and things are not looking too up
and up for you. The society does not think you have a
determined a useful purpose for your own life yet, and
understanding this inevitability – you get hired to be clip art
in some nobody’s fan zine.
He smelrgrgrled it for like the first time. He thought it was
way too smelly. It stank even. He did not know what to do!
Finally he had money, but he did not know what he was
going to do with it!
This seems to morph and contort to its own proportions and
velocities all by itself! Boblionic? Some kind of MWOWM
illusion?

X-ist technology of a specific variety?
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ALREADY LEAKING AT THE SEEMS
I’M LOSING IT – I BOUGHT A SAWED OFF SHOT GUN

I just take from other people’s works. I think they are mine.
All worlds, are just atoms. All letters, are just Adam’s.
Adam and Eve are dead, and there is just me! I am the new
Adam, except for Sanchez and Mendez, Cortez is going to
just keep looking for more! He thinks you have letters of
letters even. Also, many people think emojis or emoticons
is how we go through life – and yet still others, think that is
too simple, and dismiss it as dressing up.
Who controls the mass of me? Is it you? Is it the Universe?
Is that the Universe calling again, God? Well, I put him on
Hold. Indefinite Hold. GHOST!!!!! Patrick Swayze says
hello.

Tap your screen
to see further
details about
how deep that
tap hole really
feels.

He smelrgrgrled it for like the first time. He thought
it was way too smelly.

It stank even.

He did not

know what to do! Finally he had money, but he did

LOOK WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITHOUT MOVIES

not know
what heGREAT
was BY
going
to doAND
with
it! WHAT YOU DO AND CAN MAKE HAPPEN – PRESTIGE!
MAKE
YOUR COUNTRY
WATCHING
SELLING
PRESTIGE IS WHEN YOU SHOW THE INNER WORKINGS BEAUTIFULLY IN A CLEAR AND OPEN MINDED WAY! WITH
SHEER DEDICATION YOU WILL CONQUER THE FORCES THAT DARKEN YOUR LIFE AND MAKE LEVEL 3000!

3000 or bust!
To film a good movie, you need a good crew. You need the cameras, the lights, the sets, the
action, the actors, the props, the weather, the atmosphere, the ambience, and if you are lucky a
good composed musical score. If you are a nut job or a freak, you might want to watch Cloud
Atlas. Haha. Awakenings. Mmhmm. The Doctor. Numbers. Practical Magic, The Craft… made.
g
He smelrgrgrled it for like the first time. He thought it was way too smelly.
even.

It stank

He did not know what to do! Finally he had money, but he did not know what

he was going to do with it!

“Find even more easy-to-use tools on the Insert tab, such as to add a
hyperlink or insert a comment.”
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